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translational repression, despite the strong prediction
that it should abolish eIF4E binding. Finally, single
amino acid substitutions in 4EHP that disrupt the in-
teraction with Bicoid abolish translational repression of
caudal mRNA. The same sort of test with eIF4E was
not reported by Niessing et al. (2002) and presumably
would not be possible: mutations in the domain of
eIF4E suggested to bind Bicoid would also prevent its
interaction with eIF4G, and the general defect in initia-
tion of translation would obscure any specific defect in
caudal regulation.
With the revised picture of the interactions of Bicoid
comes a new paradigm for translational repression: the
4EHP recruited to caudal mRNA by Bicoid binds the 5#
cap, excludes eIF4E, and thus prevents eIF4E-depen-
dent initiation of translation (Cho et al., 2005). The com-
petition that underlies repression occurs at the level of
proteins binding to the mRNA cap, rather than proteins
competing for interaction with eIF4E. This model is
attractive, the supporting evidence compelling, and it
seems likely that 4EHPs in other organisms will play the
same role (although partnering with proteins other than
Bicoid, which is quite limited in its phylogenetic distri-
bution). Despite the parallels to repression mediated by
Maskin and Cup—all involve competitive inhibition of
an interaction required for initiation of translation—
there is an interesting difference: 4EHP binds its sub-
strate with high affinity, while the interaction of Maskin
(and possibly Cup) with eIF4E is weaker. The signifi-
cance of this difference is unknown, but one clue may
come from the known targets of the different proteins.
Transcripts repressed by Maskin (and Cup) must
eventually be translated, demanding that repression is
reversible. In contrast, the localized repression of cau-
dal by Bicoid is meant to be permanent. It now seems
that the mechanism assigned to Bicoid the translational
repressor will have a measure of permanence as well.
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Cre-ating Somatic Cell Genetic
Mosaics in the Mouse
Generation of somatic mosaics in which mutant cell
clones are uniquely and completely labeled has
yielded considerable insight into many biological pro-
cesses in Drosophila. In this issue of Cell, Zong et
al. (2005) describe a novel method called MADM that
allows the generation of such mosaics in mice.
The ability to generate genetic mosaics, in which an
individual organism contains somatic cells of different
genotypes, has provided one of the primary means of
ascertaining lineal relationships and studying pleiotro-
pic gene function in multicellular organisms. This ap-
proach has been used extensively in Drosophila and
historically involved X-ray-induced chromosomal breaks
that result in exchange of parts between homologous
chromatids during mitosis. This exchange, known as
mitotic recombination, occurs relatively infrequently
and therefore results in scattered clones of cells that
differ genotypically from the rest of the animal. When
recombination occurs at a locus that is heterozygous
for a recessive mutation, it can result in the generation
of homozygous mutant cells in an otherwise phenotypi-
cally normal background. Mosaic analysis has typically
been performed using genetically marked chromo-
somes that allow visual inspection of clonally derived
cells. In this way, the contributions of genes to late de-
veloping tissues can be assessed even if those genes
play essential roles earlier in development. The intro-
duction of Flp recombinase (Golic and Lindquist, 1989;
Struhl and Basler, 1993; Xu and Rubin, 1993) to stimu-
late mitotic recombination in the place of γ irradiation
was an important advance for mosaic analysis since
cell-specific expression of the Flp allows examination
of specific tissues or cell types, facilitating genetic
analysis and lineage tracing of defined structures.
These properties have made the generation of genetic
mosaics a powerful tool for addressing cellular and mo-
lecular functions in vivo and have been responsible for
the elucidation of a variety of biological processes (re-
viewed in Perrimon, 1998; Zugates and Lee, 2004).
An important advance in the use of mosaics in Dro-
sophila was the development of the MARCM system,
in which Flp-mediated mitotic recombination produces
homozygous mutant somatic cells selectively marked
by GFP expression among unmarked wild-type cells
(Lee and Luo, 1999). MARCM represented the first use
of an mCD8:GFP fusion protein, a membrane-associ-
ated GFP variant that completely labels all specializa-
tions of mutant cells, including dendrites and axons.
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323This is particularly useful in the nervous system where
visualization of morphologically complex cells and their
projections is essential to determine the precise effects
of mutations in neuronal subpopulations. Several meth-
ods have been developed to accomplish a similar label-
ing of mutant cells in mice, including use of Cre repor-
ters and placing reporter genes downstream of floxed
alleles such that Cre-mediated recombination results in
reporter expression (Lewandoski, 2001; Schnutgen et
al., 2003). However, these methods either do not guar-
antee that 100% of homozygous mutant cells are
marked (in the case of Cre reporters) or produce homo-
zygous mutant cells that are only weakly labeled by
marker expression driven by the targeted locus. In this
issue of Cell, Zong et al. (2005) describe an elegant
method (mosaic analysis with double markers; MADM)
that accomplishes highly efficient coupling of labeling
and mutation of somatic cells in mice.
The basic strategy Zong et al. have employed is sim-
ilar, but not identical, to the MARCM technique that
they previously developed for use in flies (Lee and Luo,
1999). MADM involves three essential elements. First,
two reciprocally chimeric marker genes are targeted to
identical loci on homologous chromosomes. In the ex-
amples shown, the Rosa26 locus on one chromosome
was targeted with the N terminus of GFP and the C
terminus of dsRed2, and the same locus on the other
chromosome was targeted with the N terminus of
dsRed2 and the C terminus of GFP; these chimeric
genes produce nonfunctional proteins because the
N- and C-terminal components are interrupted by an
intron that alters the reading frame. However, a single
loxP site has been engineered into each intron such
that a recombination event between the two loxP sites
reconstitutes functional expression of both proteins.
This recombination event is mediated by Cre, which is
the second element of the MADM system and is pro-
vided by a separate transgene or targeted mutation.
Third, if mutant phenotypes are to be evaluated in the
experiment, a heterozygous mutation that is carried
distal to the marked locus on the same chromosome is
bred into the mice to allow mosaic analysis; recombina-
tion events occurring during the G2 phase of mitosis
can result in daughter cells that are homozygous for
the mutation. Furthermore, because it is known which
of the two marked chromosomes carries the mutation,
homozygous mutant cells can be unambiguously dis-
tinguished from all other progeny based upon reporter
gene expression.
Unlike Drosophila, homologous chromosomes in
mice do not pair in somatic cells during mitosis. Al-
though previous studies in ES cells had shown that in-
terchromosomal recombination occurs at some loci at
a frequency useful for mosaic analysis (Liu et al., 2002),
it remained unclear whether the frequency in somatic
cells would be high enough to generate a significant
number of marked clones. In fact, Zong et al. found that
most of the Cre lines tested yielded significant numbers
of labeled clones in the brain, with up to 5% of all cells
being marked. While it is important to note that this
frequency will vary depending on the chromosomal lo-
cus and the level of Cre activity, these data convinc-
ingly demonstrate that genetic mosaic analysis in
mouse somatic cells is possible.
Among the many potential applications of this pow-erful approach, there are a few that deserve particular
mention. Zong et al. nicely demonstrate the use of
MADM for high-resolution lineage tracing in vivo, which
can yield key insights into the relationships between
intrinsic and extrinsic cues governing differentiation.
The MADM lines presented in this study can be used
immediately for phenotypic analysis of any mutation
present on chromosome 6 distal to the Rosa26 locus,
whether the mutation was constructed by gene targeting
or gene trapping, or even if it is an unidentified induced
or spontaneous mutation. MADM allows cell-specific
mosaic analysis of mutant phenotypes using Cre lines
that are active while cells are still dividing (homozygous
mutations can only be made in mitotic cells). Because
mutant cells are intensely labeled (reporter expression
is driven by the highly and ubiquitously active CMV
β-actin enhancer promoter), live in vivo imaging will
be possible, presenting the opportunity for in-depth
studies of molecular mechanisms that underlie the dy-
namic properties of specific neuronal populations. And
the application of MADM for analysis of complex devel-
opmental or degenerative phenotypes resulting from
mutations affecting widely expressed mammalian genes
could be particularly important.
The development of MADM by Zong et al. pushes
us one step closer to the enviable experimental facility
available to invertebrate geneticists. The general use
of MADM for phenotypic analysis in mice must await
construction of reciprocally chimeric reporter genes
near the centromere on each of the 19 autosomes and
identification of Cre recombinase lines that target mi-
totic precursors for many different tissues and cell
types. However, given these lines, MADM offers a pow-
erful approach that is destined to become central in our
efforts to unravel cellular mechanisms contributing to
complex developmental or degenerative phenotypes
in mice.
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